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transatlantic orientation that is reflected both in its work and its culture.

+ 44 (0)20 7872 1000

WilmerHale's London office was established more than 40 years ago. With lawyers qualified in

the United Kingdom, United States and many of the major European and other jurisdictions,

our London team is 65 strong and focuses specifically on international arbitration,

investigations and criminal litigation, financial services enforcement, intellectual property

litigation, and UK/EU competition law.

Our London-based International Arbitration and Dispute Resolution Practice is world-renowned

and has been involved in some of the largest, most complex and challenging international

arbitrations to arise in recent years. Our UK white collar defense and investigations lawyers

advise on all aspects of criminal and regulatory investigations, working across jurisdictions on

matters such as fraud, insider dealing, market abuse, bribery and corruption, cartel defense

and corporate investigations. Our London IP Litigation Practice advises clients across the full

range of intellectual property disputes, including those relating to patents, breach of confidence

and trade secrets, trademarks, passing off, domain names, copyright, registered designs and

design right. Our UK Competition Practice advises on all aspects of UK and EU competition

law, including merger notifications, cartel investigations and damages actions. We represent

clients before the Competition and Markets Authority and the European Commission and in

litigation before the High Court, Competition Appeals Tribunal, the Court of Appeal and the EU

Courts.
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Vice Chair, International Arbitration Practice Group

Office Administrator, London

Our Brexit Group advises clients on all legal aspects related to the United Kingdom leaving the

European Union, in particular on competition law, state aid, market access, energy, data

protection, intellectual property and trade matters. Find out more about our Brexit Group.

View our UK Diversity Metrics and our Modern Slavery Statement.
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Ranked for Outstanding Work and
Reputation

Chambers UK: A Client’s Guide to the UK
Legal Profession

Named a Top-Tier Firm

The Legal 500 UK

"Best Lawyers in the United
Kingdom"

Best Lawyers®

Recognition

2023 EDITION, EIGHT WILMERHALE LAWYERS AND THREE
PRACTICES RANKED

2023 EDITION, INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION

2022 EDITION, EIGHT WILMERHALE LAWYERS
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